3 Essential Tips for Choosing Silver
Jewelry

Whether it’s pure or sterling silver jewelry you prefer, it’s bound add a stylish touch to all your
outfits. Silver jewelry is something that never runs out of style, and is known for its simplicity
and classic elegance.
Silver jewelry is also something you can wear at any event, as it comes in numerous designs.
When it comes to choosing the perfect silver jewelry pieces yourself, it’s important for you to
research beforehand and understand what exactly you’re looking to find. Your jewelry should
not only look stunning, but it needs to reflect your personal style too.
Here are some essential tips for choosing silver jewelry:

Inspect the price

Sterling silver, for instance, is an incredibly valuable precious metal. Oftentimes, you’ll find it to
be more expensive than other silver jewelry.

Research on market prices for sterling silver to make sure you get the best rates, and
understand that unbelievably cheap rates can indicate the silver is fake or of inferior quality.
Don’t be afraid of asking the seller about the pricing or even the silver source if need be.

Search for silver-grade specifications

Authentic silver jewelry has specific markings that makes it stand out from the rest. Keep in
mind that these specifications or hallmarks will be carved in covertly and will be extremely
small. Sterling silver, for instance, will almost always say STERLING or .925.
Experts recommend that you stick to fine or sterling silver as pure silver is extremely malleable.
Good quality silver jewelry needs to have alloy content in it so that it can remain highly durable.

Silver and your style

It’s no surprise that silver jewelry comes in endless styles and varieties. Before to buying it,
however, you need to determine the kind of clothing you own and what purpose you have in
mind when buying.
For instance, if you’re on a hunt for something you can wear on a daily basis, consider buying a
simple chain, silver hoop earrings, or even a bangle bracelet.
If you wish to take it a notch up and want to add a pop of color to your outfit, consider buying
silver jewelry with vibrant gemstones or pendants.

If you’re looking to buy handmade jewelry sets online, head over to Maria Silver Butterfly. We
offer a range of stunning silver jewelry prices, including handmade pendants and wedding
necklaces.
For more, call us at 210-844-6760!

